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“76% of employees 
experience burnout 
on the job, at least 
sometimes!”  

Gallup Survey



Mayo Clinic

“Burnout is a special 

type of work-related 

stress that involves a 

sense of reduced 

accomplishment.” 



Burnout can look 
different in different 

people

❑Physical

❑Emotional

❑Cognitive

❑Behavioral



What fuels 
your burnout?



There are at least six
aspects of work that 
can fuel burnout:
Christina Maslach, psychology professor emerita 
at the University of California, Berkeley. 

1. Workload or overload

2.Control or autonomy

3.Feedback

4.Workplace community

5.Fairness

6.Value or meaning
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To progress toward 
or realize a goal 

despite or because 
of circumstances.

Thrive



Burnout is a special 

type of work-related 

stress that involves a 

sense of reduced

“Nothing 
changes, 
if nothing 
changes.”

Courtney C. Stevens

accomplishment. 



Define your ideal 
workday



What does your  
ideal workday look 

like?

Define your ideal 
workday



flourish

prosper

rise 

shine

expand

develop

grow

succeedWhat can 
I do?

What can 
I control?



Learn to set 
boundaries

Reframe 
obstacles

Develop time 
management 

skills

Embrace assertive 
communication

Course Agenda
(½-day course)



Conduct a boundary 
audit

When you feel tension, 
resentment, frustration, or 
discomfort - a boundary has 
been crossed. 

Identify people, situations, and 
personal actions that cause you 
distress. 

Trust Yourself, Author Melody Wilding

Reset 
Boundaries

Communicate 
Boundaries



1. Define your 
ideal workday

2. Clarify what 
you can and 
cannot control

3. Complete a 
boundary audit

Today’s 
tips



“Nothing changes, 
if nothing changes.”

See you at the ½ day 
class on 8/18/22!

ajoyconsulting@gmail.com

Antoinette Joy, PHR, SHRM


